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Samsung sm-g920v galaxy s6

When it comes to protecting your Samsung Galaxy S6, you'll definitely want a solid case to keep your phone protected for the long term. There are many cases of Samsung Galaxy S6 to be held, but only a handful of them are really eligible to find a place on your device. Big names like Spigen, Poetic,
OtterBox, and Mophie all have great S6 cases, but there are still some hidden gems out there too. Many of us have always been in pursuit of such a perfect case - and some may never find it. Fortunately there are plenty of S6 cases to choose from so there will be no shortage of options when protecting
your Galaxy S6. Before diving and taking a new case for your Galaxy S6, you need to know what you're after. Are you looking for something thin and light with just light protection? Do you need hardcore protection galaxy S6 OtterBox? Or do you intend to get more juice than charge with the S6 battery
case? No matter what you need, we've got you covered. Here you will always be able to find the latest news, reviews and information about all kinds of cases, casings, and other accessories for your Samsung Galaxy S6. The Galaxy S6 finally offers the hardware that we've long wanted, and it includes
beautiful cameras. But not everything is perfect - the software experience and battery life do not reach speed. The wonderful new hardware design Quality of the leading Camera Industry Screen is great in any case the Battery will not hold until using intense Software still does not meet the unforeseen
performance expectations of hiccups Category Spec Display 5.1-inch QHD Super AMOLED 2560x1440 resolution (577ppi) Oct Processor Core Samsung Exynos processor 4x2.1GHz core + 4x1.5GHz core RAM 3GB RAM Internal Storage 32/64/128GB Rear Camera 16MP, ƒ/1.9 Real-time HDR lenses,



IR detects white balance, high zoom Front Camera 5MP ƒ/1.9 front camera encounters 2550mAh Battery battery charging adaptive samsung fast charging, wireless Qi charging, Powermat wireless charging Galaxy Dimension Q6: 5.65 x 2.76 x 0.27 inches Galaxy S6 Edge: 5.59 x 2.76 x 0.28 inches When
s a company is a leader in a particular market , easy to be complacent, or at least appear so. When sales numbers are several times the second place player on the market and earnings off the chart, it's easy to maintain the status quo. Watching the development of Samsung's mobile device row a few
years ago, you got the feeling that the Korean manufacturer of everything from predar ovens to Howitzers was content to maintain its course. Last year, Samsung's compatiency caught up with it, and while the Galaxy S5 was far from flop - The company will be happy to sell half of the many phones as
Samsung does - it doesn't exactly meet the company's high expectations (or we, frankly), all while competition in luxury spaces continues to grow. It becomes with the launch of the Galaxy Note 4 that Samsung is trying to turn over its smartphone strategy - and that's a huge ship to turn around. The
Galaxy S6 got one step closer to a complete rethink of its device strategy, with a new hardware approach, top-ranked camera experience and steps in the right direction on the software line. But as we all know, the competition hasn't sat quietly - does the advantage of the Galaxy S6 and S6 have what it
takes to keep Samsung in the lead? We will answer that question in our complete review. Read. About this review We wrote this review after about a week using galaxy S6 and S6 edges, both 32GB models and running on T-Mobile in an area with good network coverage. Three days into our assessment
the phone received a software update for the UVU1AOCG version. For the majority of our review period, we had a Moto 360 connected to the phone via Bluetooth. Throughout this review, you'll see us refer to the Galaxy S6 as a device. Everything we say here can be attributed to both the advantages of
the S6 and the S6, apart from a certain point where the differences between the two models are shown. For a good primary on these two phones, we also encourage you to read our in-depth hand previews where we cover many aspects of the Galaxy S6 and S6 in detail. Say goodbye to cheap and flimsy
plastic Samsung phones - the Galaxy S6 is here. It's no secret that the Galaxy S5 - and many of its previous models - felt like a child toy, despite costing in the north of $600 unlocking. Samsung has finally addressed the criticisms of this quality of construction in the 2015 premiere, and the result is
something special - metal, glass, interesting colors and tight tolerance adds up to a very impressive piece of technology. Of course the S6 still has the general shape of most other Samsung phones - round corners, home buttons below the screen, the Samsung logo under the speaker grille above. But its
shape has never been a problem, it's all about quality and building materials - and both have improved dramatically here. Although we've all seen a lot of glass-backed phones before, that doesn't make this kind of design less impressive when it's executed properly. Samsung has used a familiar 2.5D
technique for both front and rear glass so it flows elegantly into the metal frame. Importantly, the same Gorilla Glass 4 is used on both sides, while some other manufacturers may be cheap on the back panel. Metal frames are also done aloud, as it flows directly through the middle of the phone in one
piece, providing additional. Instead of choosing the perfect round and smooth advantage - like other famous metal smartphones - the flat side along the sides gives it a little extra grip. That's important, because this phone is a lilick of tad - the glass design and metal sandwiches definitely look nice, but it
comes at an inside cost both ergonomic and resilient. Human hands are uneven. They are flexible and consist of round fingers of different sizes. That's not some big revelation, but it's something to consider when you see a perfectly flat phone behind. A flat phone with a barely rounded edge is just not the
best shape to nesting into your hands comfortably, because anyone using Nexus 4 or Xperia Z3 will quickly tell you. The Galaxy S6 doesn't crack this particular problem - it's quite large, flat and candles. And that means the phone is simply not as painful or easy to hold as the flatest but plastic Galaxy S5,
or curved metal phones like the HTC One M9 (to say any last anti-slip coat), or Moto X with curved, leather (or wood or plastic)-closed back. I can't say the Galaxy S6 is comfortable to use; instead it felt a cold piece of technology in hand. There's nothing soothing or natural about trying to hold something
flat and angle and just a little smooth - that's something you might or might not be used to with time. If you choose a edge model you will have a thinrer side to hold. That actually helps a little bit, but it doesn't change the fact that the whole back of the phone is flat. Of course if your brand new Galaxy S6
happens to the jettison itself to the harsh surface, it now has twice the glass available to break as well. And no matter how difficult Gorilla Glass 4 is, definitely cracking given enough force - or enough bad luck. Thankfully, a prominent camera bump behind (which isn't a big deal, or a problem of any size,
really) keeps the phone from slipping flat surfaces like hockey pucks on the new Zamboni'd ice rink - something else supported glass phones have to deal with. But there's still plenty of glass to help it slide out of many popular Qi chargers - even though the Samsung chargers themselves don't hold the
GS6 safely for long periods of time unless you put it right. One of the most subtle changes to the design compared to previous Samsung devices is the slightly high home button, which now houses a one-touch fingerprint sensor. No longer do you need to move the phone awkwardly in your hands to swipe
the digits across the home key. Like Apple's TouchID, simply press the button to turn on the screen and leave it there a second to unlock the device. While the software experience is still limited to phone unlocking and logging into several applications and websites, it's a feature I've left on – something I
can't say about swipe models Even with the ergonomic disadvantages of flat phones and angles, I find it difficult to complain about any area of the Galaxy S6 hardware. It's simple refreshing (although not entirely comfortable) to hold on hand thanks to Samsung keeping the same 5.1-inch screen size and
shaved down the bezels, useful uses the ingredients are all round and very well produced. Although Note 4 is a big step forward in tooling for Samsung, it feels like the Galaxy S6 is the final awareness of that design. The Galaxy S6 signifies almost every box when it comes to luxury homeware in a 2015
smartphone. While much has been made of Samsung using its own processors instead of Qualcomm chips, it's not something most users will (or should) take the weight about. That luxury Exynos CPU is powered with 3GB of very fast RAM and 32 to 128GB of storage. The brilliant 5.1-inch QHD
AMOLED display is ahead as well, offering all the features that make the Nota 4 screen great - as I'll discuss in more detail later, every bit as bright and clear. A lack of loneliness here is the 2550mAh battery (or 2600 on the edge of the S6), which is sure to be on the small side for the inaugural phone. It is
approximately 10 percent larger than the cells in the Moto X of the same size (an unknown phone for great battery life) and 13 percent smaller than the HTC One M9. Of course Samsung does its best to make that size by incorporating Adaptive Fit Charging, which works with Qualcomm Quick Charge 2.0
matching chargers, as well as both leading wayarles charging standards - Qi and Powermat. Category Specification Operating System Android 5.0.2 Lollipop with TouchWiz Display S6: 5.1-inch QHD (2560x1440) 577ppi Super AMOLED S6 edge: 5.1-inch QHD (2560x1440) 577ppi Super AMOLED with
dual curved edges Processor Octa-core 4x2.1GHz + 4x1.5GHz 64-bit 14nm Samsung Exynos processor Storage 32GB, 64GB, 128GB (non-expandable) RAM 3GB LPDDR4 Rear Camera 16MP, OIS, ƒ/1.9, auto real-time HDR, low-light video, high clear zoom, IR detect white balance, virtual shot, slow
motion, fast motion, pro mode, selective focus Front Camera 5MP, ƒ/1.9, auto real-time HDR, low-light video Network LTE Category 6 (300/50Mbps) Connectivity 802.11a/b/g/n/ac (2.4/5GHz), HT80 MIMO(2x2), 620Mbps, dual-band, Wi-Fi Direct, Mobile hotspot Bluetooth 4.1 LE, A2DP, atp-X, ANT+ GPS,
GLONASS, NFC, IR remote, USB 2.0 Sensors Accelerometer , ambient light, barometer, compass, fingerprint, gyroscope, hall, heart rate monitor, HRM, proximity Charging USB 2.0, Powermat wireless (PMA 1.0, 4.2W output), Qi wireless (WPC 1.1, 4.6W output) Battery S6: 2550mAh (non-removable)
S6 edge: 2600mAh (non-removable) Dimensions S6: 143.4mm x 70.5mm x 6.8mm / 5.65-inches x 2.78-inches x 0.27-inches S6 Edge: 142.1mm x 70.1mm x 7.0mm / 5.59-inches x 2.76-inches x 0.28-inches Weight S6:: 138g / 4.87oz S6 edge: 132g / 4.66oz Video Formats: MP4, M4V, 3GP, 3G2, WMV,
ASF, AVI, FLV, MKV, WEBM, VP9 Audio Codecs: MP3, AMR-NB, AMR-WB, AAC, AAC+, eAAC+, WMA, Vorbis, FLAC, OPUS Formats: MP3, M4A, 3GA, AAC, OGG, OGA, WAV, WMA, AWB, FLAC, MID, MIDI, XMF, MXMF, IMY, RTTTL, RTX, OTA Samsung software features Download Booster ,
OneDrive (storan percuma 115GB untuk 2 2 OneNote, Private Mode, Quick Connect, S Health 4.0, S Finder, S Voice, Samsung Pay, Smart Manager, Sound Alive+, Samsung Security Theme One-touch fingerprint Scanner, Google Mobile Services Chrome management software, Drive, Gmail, Google
Settings, Google+, Hangouts, Maps, Photos, Play Books, Play Games, Play Movies and TV, Play Newsstand, Play Store, Voice Search, Voice Search, YouTube , : white, black, gold, dark green At this point I am still waiting for any manufacturer to catch up with Samsung in the quality of the smartphone
display. I can't find a single flaw with a 5.7-inch QHD panel on Note 4, and my feelings bring over point-to-point now that very similar screens have landed on GS6, even in smaller physical sizes. It goes without saying that pixel density isn't a problem here at 577 pixels wrapped in every square inch. But
the fact that the display is still outstanding in all other areas, even at that crazy resolution, is amazing. Looking at great angles, while colour and very lively without blowing white. As an AMOLED panel of course nice black and ink, adding to the super high contrast experience. Brightness is also very
impressive, and automatic brightness control is perfect for my use of 99 per cent of the time. And of course when outside, GS6 can kick on direct sunlight mode to hit 600 bright nits - at the expense of a little bit instead - so you can clearly see the screen. The only downside to showing here is that the
polarization on the screen is not entirely compatible with all sunglasses. That's not a big ding - and it's not out of the ordinary for any smartphone, really. It's just something that needs to be known in. Unfortunately for audiophiles among us, speakers are as bad as a great display. Ten small holes drilled to
the bottom of the phone provide a small speaker with little room to breathe. And while Samsung is right in stating that it's much stronger than the Galaxy S5, that doesn't mean quality has made similar le jumps forward. Playing music at about 70 percent of the volume triggers the reaction it sounds like
under a blanket from my girlfriend, and I have to agree. Turn to anything above 50 percent of the total loudspeakers begin to blow up and get a lot of tinny, which is not ideal if you listen to music. Thankfully at least the loudspeaker is at the bottom, which means it's not easy muffled when the phone is on
the table. However, you need to remember where your fingers are. If you close the speaker even just a little, you'll immediately find out it. Of course I couldn't A lot of small speakers like that, but seeing what Motorola and HTC have done with front-facing speakers in a relatively small package, I have to
say this is the area where Samsung lags behind. Expect this speaker to be good for and podcasts, but never more than short YouTube videos or single songs. At his global launch event for the Galaxy S6, Samsung executives stood on stage in Barcelona and told a story about how they realized that their
software was not up to speed and how the Galaxy S6 was headed on a new route. A large side-by-side screenshot with new and old software shows huge visual changes, and claims 40 percent fewer features are an interesting one. Then you get the Galaxy S6 in your hands, and you realize that even
with all that is true, things are still very hard if you've been using Samsung phones in the last few years. Especially if you have an updated Galaxy S5 or Note 4 to the latest Lollipop software, what you find at the Galaxy S6 won't look like a radical departure. In terms of aesthetics, Samsung has toned back
a little color, getting rid of some of the more drop shadows and further streamlined to eliminate useless animations. But you're still faced with a lot of una needless... Goods... everywhere, including bright colors, strange shadows and less and overly designed interface elements. Apps that have gained the
most attention, such as Messages and Health S, look excellent, but it doesn't fit with some other parts of the interface that haven't been updated — like many older icons, widgets and apps. Thankfully the sound of nature is for the most part to go, but many of TouchWiz yerear's old vestiges still linger here.
If you come from an earlier Samsung phone to the Galaxy S6 then the closeness might be beneficial - and sure, Samsung can only move so fast while keeping its current user base happy. But the interface still feels like a slight lack of sopage and solidarity. Personally, I'd rather see Samsung catch up
after the more modern interface that HTC and Motorola have on their phones in an attempt to attract new customers, but don't look like a goal here. And of course the point can be really moot if Samsung decides to take advantage of the built-in theme engine to allow users to choose their software design.
Currently the theme engines at the Galaxy S6 are limited to about a dozen Samsung-approved themes that are generally awful, but only opening stores to third-party submissions will be real game-changer – Samsung will get the default look, and restless users can choose something new at all. Beyond
just the interface design, I can thankfully say the number of features on the Galaxy S6 has significantly, and many of the features that remain turned off by default or cannot be lowered beyond their default state. That keeps new users from being overwhelmed with flooding of stomachs, whistles and
toggles when they first start the phone, and throw away a lot of theft that nobody wants anyway. One major addition is Pop-up Pop-ups application capabilities brought from Note 4, but beyond that the set of features is simplified pleasantly. So how does the sloring interface translate into performance?
Well, it's a bit of a mixed bag. Samsung seems to have addressed old issues with performance around the interface, including speeding up multi-functional views and dramatically reducing the time it takes to launch and change applications. Animations are also smooth for transitioning and jumping
between different parts of the interface, and the processor seems more than capable of handling multitasking, 3D games and high-resolution media playback. Unfortunately speed isn't everywhere on the Galaxy S6 - there is some moisture still. Samsung's new processor is designed to handle tasks
between four high-powered cores and four low-powered cores for proper performance balance and efficiency. For the most part that seems to work just fine, but I still find the phone to slow down responsibly sometimes with common tasks like typing messages or scrolling through my Twitter app. That's
frustrating, but more frustrating when the experience is usually fast and smooth along the phone. I can't downsize any cause to moisture, even through factory resets and problem solving – but I have to say these are things that shouldn't happen at this point on the main phone that will cost you $650 to
$1,100 outright. Samsung may have smoothed out its interface and cut back in creepy feature years, but after spending time with GS6 I could tell there was still some work to do. But to say that small performance hiccups make the Galaxy S6 more or less desirable would be satisfaction. The improvement
in Samsung's interface and software experience on GS6 far exceeds the small shortfall in performance, and this isn't the only Android phone out there today that stutters over time. Unfortunately for those of us who love thin phones and light that also last long, battery technology hasn't quite caught up with
the power needs of luxury smartphones. Creating a powerful device that can handle all the hard work you throw at it while also staying alive throughout the day is a hard nut to crack, and it is an often settled equation by scaling back the performance of the processor, toning down the demand screen or
simply throwing large cells into the phone. With a 2550mAh battery in the Samsung Galaxy S6 certainly doesn't forgive it with a large cell, and with some luxurious interiors and excellent screens it certainly doesn't ease hardware. Samsung Solutions Battery life is to make the phone easily charged, while
also including some software tweaks that can help you make the most of that limited battery when you are away from a valuable power store. Of course most of us are away from shops, shops, charging USB pads and cables for most of the day, and that is why the actual battery longevity is important. I
can say that the Galaxy S6 is far from a battery champion - a title often marked on Note 4 - but it will be a service for most people with average smartphone habits. In my usual daily use, which includes a huge amount of time on Wifi, many notifications coming in from some email accounts, updates from
social networks, some podcasts and listening music, all with automatic screen brightness turned on, I can get about 14 hours out of charge. So for me that grabs the phone from his charger at 8am.m. and was dead as the door lock at 10pm.m. - enough for an average day, but of course not every day is
average. If I have to flip at the hotspot when out of the house or spend some time watching some YouTube videos, I can easily drain the battery in 11 hours instead. That had my phone dead at 7pm .m., and that wasn't good. There are several tools that can be used to keep the battery added throughout
the day. Of course Samsung's built-in Adaptive Charging - compatible with the Quick Charge charger 2.0 - will help, adding power at a rate of about one and a half percent per minute. The other is either Qi or Powermat wireless charging, which is dramatically easier if you have invested in the front cost of
some charging pads, but it's not really an option when you're out of the house. If you don't have chargers of any kind available, a quick toggle to Power Saving Mode will increase battery life by about 10 percent by pushing your screen brightness, turning off the vibration and scaling back the processor
performance. Ultra Power Saving Mode nuclear options are also available, which turns off everything but the absolute basics of the phone, including going to the grayscreen display and disabling your mobile network when not in use. While most self-described power users will say that all-day charging is
not an acceptable way to use your phone, the same isn't necessarily true of most smartphone owners. I would say my use is a bit heavier than normal people, and most days I can easily go to the property with batteries left to spare. Other days I'll toss it out at the wireless charger at my desk here and
there, or if I need to know the phone is celebrated for the full night I'll install it for 30 minutes. Should you do so on a regular basis? Probably not. Is the problem big enough to prevent you from using a good phone That will be up to you - everyone has different tolerances for annoyance caused by regular
charging, and we all have different batteries need to start with. Your mileage may vary. Overall, last year's Galaxy S5 didn't have a good camera. To make the daytime photo look incredible, Samsung throws any hope of low-light photography worthy of Device. Things got back on track with Note 4 - new
sensors, optical image stabilization and some software processing that made the phone one of the leading mobile cameras that year. And at the Galaxy S6, we saw the same camera sensor as Note 4 located behind a faster f/1.9 lens with an overall enhanced camera interface - a seemingly perfect
combination. The result is hype betting - this is a really great camera experience. The 16MP camera shoots pictures in 16:9 native but can easily be lowered down to a 12MP 4:3 crop (which I did here) without losing quality. It can also handle video until UHD (4K) resolution on 30 frames per second or
1080p with 60 fps, or you can go for slow motion capture options. For photos, standard Auto mode handles everything for you well, including choosing an HDR if the scene needs it. For more advanced users, the new Pro mode allows you to control manual exposure, ISO, white balance, focus length and
battering options, giving you every tweak you want other than the sightseeing speed. You can also create and save up to three modes of custom filming with the manual settings you select. The camera interface is easier to see and use than previous iterations, and also very fast. Deeper settings for all
modes are found in the single camera settings screen rather than in the multi-layered menu in the stepfire, and all the most widely used toggle is found in the appropriate location. While I like the options in Pro mode, I actually shoot most of my pictures in the auto and get some really great pictures. In good
lighting the Galaxy S6 takes incredible pictures - they are crispy without being processed in advance, natural with just the right amount of punch in color, and usually close to reality with white balance. When the lights dim down, GS6 takes advantage of the f/1.9 and OIS lenses to let lighter than any other
smartphone camera out there, meaning lower ISOS is used and less software processing needed to smooth out shots. In very difficult situations, such as inside the house at night with the low amount of light available, GS6 can take a crisp picture quickly without any blurred or long jumper speed, which is
really important for a smartphone camera. When outside in the evening, the pictures show a little cereal - as you would expect with such a small sensor. But low-light photos look very good when viewed closer at anything below the screen Inch. I get all this way through loving the camera without
mentioning the very important part of the experience: a new action to launch the camera by pressing twice the home button. In any application, at any time, even if the phone is locked, you can double the press the home button to launch directly into the camera and start taking photos. Samsung cites
launch time about 0.7 0.7 and I found the average launch time in the one-second range personally – which is not only acceptable, it's much faster than any other phone out there today. The Samsung camera experience offered a complete package, and which I could not find a defect with. The Galaxy S6
can take outstanding pictures in most lighting conditions, and do it quickly and reliable. The picture ceiling that can be taken when you spend some time with it is astronomical, and the minimum photo quality you get from random images is also surprisingly high. Although the advantages of the Galaxy S6
and S6 are almost identical, it is worth pointing out additional hardware and software that distinguishes the S6. With his display curved sharply along the edge of a long phone, there was no mistake of the Galaxy S6 advantage for his flat sibling. But unlike the Galaxy Note Edge, this is the same screen
size and resolution as the usual S6, just curved on both sides. This means that the phone is actually a narrow tad, even the same ingredients. Samsung manages to maintain the power and volume buttons placed on the sidelines, which are no small feat, but there is a dramatic reduction in the amount of
metal available to pack your hands around. The end result is a device that is ultimately more awkward to hold, and it doesn't feel natural in your hands - even compared to the already angular Galaxy S6. Samsung shows restrictions in the software on this latest curve display, fringing things back to just a
few neat additions on the outskirts of the S6. When on the home screen, you can swipe in from the top right (or on the top left, if you choose) the edges to reveal the Edge People experience. You can specify up to five favorite contacts, each syncing the colors, which appear after you swipe with a quick
option to call, SMS or email that person. You can specify which apps to use for actions — such as Hangouts for SMS or Gmail for email — which is good, but you can't choose to add third-party apps like WhatsApp or Skype, for example. Once you've defined your favorite contacts, you'll also receive a
notification on the edge when you have unsold calls, SMS or emails from that person, as long as you use the stock SMS and Email apps. Notifications appear when you swipe lower on edge — again, left or right. When your phone is locked and upside down on the table (which also silences the phone, if
you choose) the edges will light up in the color of your favorite contacts when they contact you as well. Thankfully, these edge swipe gestures actually work no What launcher you choose, so you won't be bound by Samsung if you prefer something else. The final bit of the edge software alone actually
works when the screen is off, and harkens back to Note Edge. When turned on, The Information Stream allows you to swipe between the information panel on the edge to get quick updates on notifications, weather, news and tweets turns on full screen. It's no more useful than it's in Note Edge, but it's
definitely a cool way to showcase the curved screen. A little more useful is the night hour mode, which will illuminate the edges by date, time and alarm information for up to 12 hours at a time, even if the phone is not charged. With the Galaxy S6, Samsung is for the first time in years making smartphone
hardware on a comparable to - or better than - what the rest of the industry lays. With finely made metals and glass bodies, GS6 certainly seems worthy of the price tag Samsung has put on it, and that's before you get to the luxurious interior and industry-leading displays. Of course the new design means
you can no longer remove batteries or grow storage — two pain points that might turn at least some potential buyers. But with new fast and easy charging options and available 128GB of storage capacity, losses aren't as small — or apply to as many people – as they might see. As much as Samsung
nailed hardware this year, it still feels like TouchWiz is a large, endless ship. Even with dramatic toning down the interface, the removal of superfluous features and redesign of the Material-esque application, the software on the GS6 still does not feel complete or modern. That's delivered in the way the
software looks and how it does. And now that hardware is up to the speed it makes the software look more deficient by comparison. Having both the standard Galaxy S6 and the advantages of the S6 rounds of heads available at the same time as the same characteristics are neat ideas (and getting
Samsung's extra floor space in stores), but most people should default to the flat version. While the advantages of the S6 offer some novel software experience, it comes at the cost of marketability for regular smartphone action, to say any price premium included on the model. Even with a small deficiency
in software and battery life, the Galaxy S6 is still a hell of a smartphone. It checks most or all of the boxes for those who want a luxury phone today, and then checks a few more boxes that they don't think they have. Great hardware, great cameras and enhanced software still add up to awesome phones.
It's safe to say Samsung has come out on its own this year. And it's hard to argue it doesn't miss out on its competition as well. We may earn commissions for purchases using our links. learn more. More.
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